Supplier Quality & Development Engineer (m/f/d) in Scheibbs, Lower Austria

Position overview & responsibilities

• Execute audit and qualification processes of potential new suppliers until final approval according to the established corporate processes and decision levels.
• Carry out periodical supplier audits evaluate supplier performance and close the gap to Wittur standards.
• Support the performance improvement process following the identified development plans at the suppliers and involving other Wittur key stakeholders as required.
• Lead the part approval process for new parts or existing parts going through an engineering or supplier change, carrying out the necessary tasks internally and at the supplier according to the corporate processes.
• Support the initiatives related to the improvement of the cost and efficiency of the Materials, Components, Investments and Services used in order to meet the company’s yearly and long-term objectives.

Experience & skills

• Completed technical education, University or equivalent degree level of academic education related to the job scope (engineering, mechanical engineering)
• At least 3 years in a Quality related environment inside an industrial manufacturing or automotive framework
• ISO 9001 and/or IATF ISO 16949 standards, Certified ISO auditor/ VDA 6.3 certified Auditor (advantage)
• Proactive person to permanently look out for improvement opportunities and able to work under pressure
• Flexibility as to resolve external and internal conflict situations (8D report, 5W2H, Ishikawa, etc.)
• Very good English skills are relevant and German skills are an advantage
• Travelling for about 50% and willingness to work in a true international environment

We are looking forward to your application!
Please send your complete details to: jobs.at@wittur.com

For this position the collective agreement forsees a minimum compensation of EUR 2.960,87 gross/month. Dependent on your qualification and experience, we will offer an overpayment based on market conditions.

About us

Founded in 1968, WITTUR is one of the world’s leading independent elevator components manufacturers with a global manufacturing footprint and sales network. With a workforce of around 4,800 employees we conduct business in more than 50 countries.

Our OFFER

At WITTUR, you will work within a successful team of professionals who support your ideas and skills. We promote and offer various interesting tasks as well as room for personal growth and development.